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Hello Depression, I can feel you creeping in with my already existing

Anxiety. While feeling hopeless about how my life was thrown off

course again, I had challenging times living with my sister and that

wasn't helping my situation. We had lived apart for too long and this

newly found sisterhood living together arrangements wasn’t working

for me. I felt stuck and homeless. I really missed my own space and

my apartment in NZ. However, I was lucky to have learned some

freaking awesome strategies that have helped me through my brain

injury. So I pulled those strategies out from my toolkit, started with

counting my blessings through gratitude and journaling. Calming

myself down and embracing my depression and anxiety through

positive self-talk.

 

Within a few days, I sensed that they were working. I wasn’t as

depressed anymore and my anxiety had lessened. I no longer focused

on the fancy apartment or life which I had just lost or how my new

situation lacked satin bed sheets, designer clothing and a job that

paid so well that I partied my heart out three times every week!

Instead, I focused on figuring out what my next plan would be while

practising daily self-care.

HOW  DO  YOU  F IND  YOUR

WAY  BACK ?



Maybe you’ve been in the same position as I was. Perhaps your life

was going well then one day, you were diagnosed with some sort of

illness or disease. Or perhaps you experienced a natural disaster

which tumbled your world around. Or maybe you had to grief over

the loss of a loved one or the only life you know, potentially taking

away everything from you, like your job, your freedom, your sense of

humour and your independence. It’s really hard to know what to do

next. If you find yourself feeling lost or stuck, here’s how to start

finding your way back...

 

Take the Time to Process
The worst thing you can do during a crisis is to run from your

feelings. If you try to bottle them up, these feelings will just come

out in other ways. Usually, these are self-destructive activities like

overeating, drinking excessively or medicating yourself.

 

Instead of ignoring these feelings, lean into them. If you need to cry,

scream or cuss, then do it. Write a lengthy journal entry about how

much you hate how things turned out, dump all your feelings onto

the paper. Call up your best friend and cry on her shoulder. And if

you were where I was, you might feel you do not have anyone you

can turn to. And still, you just need to remember that you are never

alone. You have your Spirit, your Highest Self whom you can cry out

to and tap into the ancient wisdom by asking for guidance.

 

Remember your feelings aren’t good or bad. They’re just emotions

and you may feel a wide range of them. For example, when I moved

to Australia after the earthquake, part of me felt relieved more than

anything especially when I couldn’t experience the effects of the

aftershocks of the earthquakes anymore. But the relief quickly

turned smoothly to guilt. I felt guilty leaving my job, my colleagues,

my friends behind. I felt like I was a coward for running away from

the city which I had called home for many years. The city which

treated me so well with a fun adventurous life and career

opportunities. I was then in a new city, new country with no job and

money have fallen low plus battling my headaches, migraines,

depression and severe anxiety.
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https://noritaomar.com/overcomingcrisis/

